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Abstract

Campi Flegrei (CF) is a large volcanic complex located west of the city of Naples, Italy. Repeated episodes of bradyseism (slow vertical ground movement) near the town of Pozzuoli have been documented since Roman times. Bradyseismic events are
interpreted as the consequence of aqueous fluid exsolution during magma solidification on a slow timescale ($10^3$-$10^4$ yr) superimposed upon a shorter (1-10 yr) timescale for the episodic expulsion of fluid from a deep (~3-5 km) lithostatically-pressured low-permeability reservoir to an overlying hydrostatic reservoir. Cycles of inflation and deflation occur during short duration transient events when connectivity is established between deep and shallow hydrothermal reservoirs. The total seismic energy released ($4 \times 10^{13}$ J) during the 1983-1984 bradyseismic crisis is consistent with the observed volume change (uplift) and consistent with the notion that seismic failure occurs in response to the shear stress release induced by volume change. Fluid transport and concomitant propagation of hydrofractures as fluid expands from lithostatic to hydrostatic pressure during decompression leads to ground surface displacement. Fluid decompression occurs along the fluid isenthalp (Joule-Thompson expansion) during transient periods of reservoir connectivity and leads to mineral precipitation. Each kilogram of fluid precipitates about $3 \times 10^{-3}$ kg of silica along a typical decompression path along the isenthalp. Mineral precipitation modifies the permeability and acts to reseal connection paths thereby isolating lithostatic and hydrostatic reservoirs ending one bradyseism phase and beginning another. Crystallization and exsolution of the magmatic fluid generates $\approx 7 \times 10^{15}$ J of mechanical ($P \Delta V$) energy, and this is sufficient to accomplish the observed uplift at CF. Although magma emplacement is the ultimate origin of bradyseism, fresh recharge of magma is not a prerequisite. Instead, short to intermediate timescale phenomena associated with fluid decompression and expansion in the crust with large variations in permeability, including permeability anisotropy, are the key elements at CF.
1. INTRODUCTION

Volcanism and hydrothermal activity at Campi Flegrei (CF) has been active over the past several hundred thousand years and is associated with Quaternary extension along the Eastern Tyrrhenian margin (Milia and Torrente, 1999, 2003) (Fig. 1). Although this region has been the target of intense research, the origin of the volcanism and the geodynamic framework remain a matter of spirited debate (Wortel and Spakman, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2001; Sartori, 2003; Goes et al., 2004, Turco et al. 2006). Approximately three million people reside in the greater Naples area, representing one of the most densely populated volcanically active regions on Earth. Of particular interest regarding volcanic, seismic and geodetic hazards in this region is the phenomenon of slow, vertical ground movements-referred to as bradyseism- that have affected CF since before Roman times (Parascandola, 1947). Bradyseismic ground deformation cycles of inflation (uplift) and deflation (subsidence), collectively referred to as Ground Surface Deformation (hereafter GSD), are especially well documented at CF due to its coastal location and long history of habitation and construction. In particular, the town of Pozzuoli contains three marble columns in the Serapis Temple with boreholes made by marine mollusks (*Lithodamus lithophagus*) occurring at heights ~ 7 m on the columns (Parascandola, 1947). This represents spectacular evidence for the magnitude of bradyseism at CF within the past few thousand years.

Geodetic methods have been used to establish sub-annual to decadal displacements that include +1.7 m (uplift) during the period 1969-1972, -0.2 m (subsidence) during 1972-1975, +1.8 m in the period 1982-1984 followed by -0.2 m from 1985-1988, and +0.13 m of uplift in the period 1988-1989. The general subsidence phase after 1988 has been interrupted by minor, short duration uplifts in
1989, 1994 and 2000. In August 2000, subsidence renewed and stopped in November 2004 with the onset of a new uplift episode, reaching a level of about 4 cm by the end of October 2006 (Troise et al., 2007). These episodes as well as earlier ones are depicted schematically on Figure 2. The spatial distribution of ground movement at CF, with its sub circular symmetry, is shown in Figure 1. Ground surface deformation has continued to the present day (e.g., Trasatti et al, 2008). Ground deformation during the earlier period 1450-1538 A.D. culminated with the eruption of Monte Nuovo. This is the only known example at CF when bradyseism preceded a volcanic eruption. Additional bradyseismic events occurred in the CF region before 1538 although ground movement data are not available (Parascandola, 1947; Mohrange et al., 2006).

Various models have been proposed to explain the uplift at CF. Because different models have significantly different implications for geohazards and volcanic risk, it is important to examine them closely. For example, if bradyseism requires an input of fresh magma to the magma body, one might anticipate an eruption following a period of uplift. Based on such a model, 30,000 people were evacuated from Pozzuoli during October 1983 and relocated to Monte Ruscello about 3 km away during the 1982-1984 uplift and increased seismicity associated with shallow earthquakes (4 km depth). However, an eruption did not occur either before or after the earthquake swarms and this has led to uncertainty regarding the nature of precautionary civil defence measures imposed to safeguard the population during future events. Improvement in bradyseism forecasting and development of a better conceptual model is clearly relevant to an informed civil defence response involving the safety of millions of inhabitants in the greater Naples area.
Models of CF bradyseism and, indeed, bradyseism worldwide, fall into three main categories. All models ultimately depend on the presence of a magma body at depth but the role of magma in driving bradyseism is quite different. One scenario relates ground surface deformation (GSD) directly to emplacement of a fresh batch of magma at shallow depth. In this model GSD is the response of the crust acting as an elastic or viscoelastic medium into which magma has been emplaced. There are variations on this theme but the central aspect is that intrusion of magma into the crust or a pre-existing magma body drives GSD (e.g., Mogi, 1958). A second class of models also involves fresh magma input (recharge) to trigger bradyseism and views GSD, not in response to pressurized magma, but rather due to the injection of magmatic fluids into overlying crust. Injection of high-temperature magmatic fluid into the shallow hydrothermal reservoir system induces fluid overpressures that may cause the host rocks to inflate depending on the mechanical properties of the local crust (Fournier, 1999). In this model, subsidence results from a decrease in the flux of magmatic fluid entering the hydrothermal system or as a response to rapid permeability increases and hence pore pressure decreases that occur when the fluid pressure exceeds the local strength of the crustal host, a condition generally easily achieved at shallow depths. The third class of models, the one advocated here (De Vivo and Lima, 2006; Bodnar et al., 2007), differs from previous ones in that magma recharge immediately preceding bradyseism is not a prerequisite condition. Instead, bradyseism results from the complex interplay of two dominant processes operating on very different timescales. The long ($10^3-10^4$ yr) timescale process is associated with quasi-steady cooling and crystallization of magma at shallow depth and concomitant generation of magmatic fluids by second boiling due to crystallization in a magma body of waning enthalpy. Bradyseism in this model is due to the episodic
expulsion of geopressured magmatic fluids into an overlying hydrostatically pressured hydrothermal system. In this case, GSD is caused by the expansion of fluid during short (intradecadal) periods when a connectivity of fluid pathways transiently develops between the two reservoirs (lithostatic and hydrostatic). The timescale of the episodic expulsion process depends on the rate of generation of magmatic volatiles (a background quasi-steady process) and most significantly on the anisotropy, magnitude and temporal variations of the permeability field characterizing the hydrothermal system. At CF there is an overall permeability structure imposed from the sedimentary and metasedimentary rocks of the crust in which, with increasing depth, the ordering is permeable to impermeable back to permeable and then in the deepest part of the system (~ 5 km) impermeable (contact metamorphic rocks). Of special significance are the low permeability fine grained Middle Pleistocene marine claystones and siltstones at about 2 km depth that make up Unit B (Figure 3). In the model we propose, the time scale for permeability change is measured in months to years and is modulated by feedback between brittle failure and precipitation reactions superimposed on the inherently anisotropic regional scale permeability imposed by sedimentary structures. Unit B acts as the throttling valve between the hydrothermal and the intermediate lithostatic- hydrostatic reservoirs with distinct vertical gradients in fluid pressure.

In this study we extend the contributions of De Vivo and Lima (2006) and Bodnar et al. (2007) by presenting a thermodynamic description of the earlier semi-quantitative models. The model presented here is consistent with geological, geochemical and geophysical data and results in a more complete understanding of bradyseism at CF. A quantitative model for subsidence and uplift is presented based on the linkage between bradyseism and magma body cooling and concomitant
crystallization and fluid phase exsolution and the coupling of long timescale magma crystallization and volatile exsolution from melt and expulsion from magma to shorter timescale hydrothermal system behaviour. Hurwitz et al. (2007a, b) have recently shown by numerical simulation of hydrothermal flow that small changes in the permeability field including its anisotropy can lead to large differences in the rate, magnitude and geometry of GSD (i.e., bradyseism) independent of the underlying magmatic system. Here we focus upon the thermodynamics of fluid expulsion from magma as a result of crystallization, referred to as ‘second boiling’ and fluid decompression by isenthalpic expansion, mineral precipitation and concomitant permeability changes in the shallow crust beneath CF. The in situ structure of permeability resulting from the sedimentary structure of the crust is incorporated into the model presented. An improved understanding of bradyseism at CF leads to more realistic evaluations of volcanic risk and eventually, the development of more informed response plans.

2 CAMPI FLEGREI BRADYSEISM, MODELS OF INFLATION AND DEFLATION AND RELATIONSHIP TO VOLCANISM

For many hundreds of years changes in sea level quantified by boreholes left by marine molluscs in the columns of the Serapis Temple have fascinated researchers (Breislak, 1792; Forbes, 1829; Niccolini, 1839, 1845; Babbage, 1847; Lyell, 1872; Gunther, 1903). Dvorak and Mastrolorenzo (1991) updated the work of Parascandola (1947) on the boreholes and reconstructed the history of CF vertical movements. More recently, Morhange et al. (2006) documented three relative sea level high stands using radiocarbon dating of biological materials at Serapis; the third one occurred in 1538 A.D., when uplift of about 7 m occurred immediately before the Monte Nuovo
eruption (Fig. 2). Within the past 2000 years, there have been many phases of GSD not associated with volcanic eruptions. Although the emplacement of magma at shallow depth generally does lead to GSD, it does not follow that active bradyseism implies magma has been recently emplaced or that an eruption is imminent. In fact, the record at CF suggests just the opposite: only once (1538 AD) has bradyseism been shown to have been associated with volcanism. This is true not only at CF but also in other regions characterized by significant bradyseism such as at Yellowstone (Pierce et al., 2002; Lowenstern and Hurwitz, 2007) and the Long Valley caldera (Foulger et al., 2003; Hill et al, 2002). Although bradyseism is restricted to volcanic regions, bradyseism and volcanic eruptions imperfectly correlate.

Various models have been proposed to explain GSD at CF. The mechanical model – mostly popular in the 1970s – attributes unrest episodes to the intrusion of new magma at shallow depth (Corrado et al., 1976; Berrino et al., 1984; Bonafede et al., 1986; Bianchi et al., 1987). Recently, Bellucci et al. (2006), in the light of new calculation of uplift and subsidence rates at CF from Roman times, proposed again this model interpreting the behaviour in terms of the intermittent ascent of magma between a reservoir of \(10^2 - 10^3\) km\(^3\) at depths of 8 – 15 km or greater, to a much smaller, shallower system at depths of about 3 – 4 km. An alternative model explains the unrest as being mainly the result of heating and expansion of fluids (Oliveri del Castillo and Quagliariello, 1969; Casertano et al., 1976; Todesco et al., 2003, 2004; Battaglia et al, 2006; Caliro et al., 2007; Troise et al., 2007). Other researchers explain the unrest mainly as being the result of fluid-dynamic processes in the shallow geothermal system (Bonafede, 1990, 1991; De Natale et al., 1991; De Natale et al., 2001; Trasatti et al., 2005). Still others (Cortini et al., 1991; Cortini and Barton, 1993; Cubellis et al., 2002) proposed more generalized non-linear dynamical models based
on chaos theory. De Natale et al. (2001) and De Vivo and Lima (2006) summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the various models.

Seismicity at CF occurs only during unrest episodes (Corrado et al., 1976; De Natale et al., 1995). During 1982-84 more than 16,000 earthquakes occurred, ranging from 0.4 to 4.0 in magnitude (Aster et al., 1992). De Natale et al. (1995) postulated the presence of faults associated with an inner caldera collapse structure based on seismological studies. Gravity studies (Berrino et al., 1984, 1992; AGIP, 1987; Berrino and Gasparini, 1995) show a minimum in the Bouguer anomaly located in the CF. Other seismic studies (Aster and Meyer, 1988; Ferrucci et al., 1992) define a shallow low-velocity anomaly interpreted as a magma body.

A selection of the seismic events recorded at CF, as a consequence of the last bradyseism episode in 1983-84, has been analysed by Guidarelli et al. (2002) to obtain Rayleigh wave group velocities and tomographic maps for the CF area. The obtained group velocity data of short period have been merged with the cellular dispersion data for the whole Neapolitan volcanic region (Panza et al., 2004; 2007). In this way, structural models for CF up to depths of about 30 km have been retrieved from the non linear inversion of the dispersion curves with hedgehog method (Guidarelli et al., 2006 and references therein). A low shear wave velocity layer has been found at about 10 km depth consistent with that found below Mt. Vesuvius at 8km depth with a similar inversion procedure applied to local earthquakes.

Recently, some Mt. Vesuvius events recorded in 1999-2000 at INGV-OV stations in the Campi Flegrei volcanic area have been processed to obtain group velocities of Rayleigh-wave fundamental mode (Nunziata, 2009). Regional group and phase velocity data, recently reviewed and improved, have been considered as well, at the inversion stage. Average shear wave velocity ($V_S$) models for the uppermost 73 km of
the lithosphere below the Neapolitan area, midway between CF and Mt. Vesuvius
volcanic areas, have been obtained by means of the hedgehog nonlinear inversion
method. A main feature of the obtained structural models is represented by low $V_S$
velocities at around 9 km depth. This low-velocity layer has been found also below CF at the same depth and below Mt. Vesuvius at 6 km depth, and can be associated with the presence of quite diffuse partial melting.

Ground deformation and seismicity are associated with intense fumarolic and hydrothermal activity, concentrated in the crater of Solfatara, where CO$_2$ fluxes are particularly intense during uplift, reflecting magmatic degassing (Chiodini et al., 2003). The same fumarolic fluids, based on their stable isotopes, are interpreted as magmatic fluids variably contaminated by connate and meteoric components (Panichi and Volpi, 1999; Todesco and Scarsi, 1999; Allard et al., 1991).

More recently, models based on the interaction of magmatic fluids with hydrothermal systems dominated by non-magmatic fluids have been proposed by Todesco et al. (2003, 2004), Todesco and Berrino (2005), Battaglia et al. (2006), Troise et al. (2007) and Caliro et al. (2007). Todesco et al. (2003, 2004) and Todesco and Berrino (2005) associate the GSD as being triggered by pressure variations in the hydrothermal system. In particular, Todesco et al. (2003) indicate that an increase in the permeability at shallow depth may have an important influence on the system conditions and fluid discharge. Battaglia et al. (2006) indicate that the migration of fluids to and from the caldera hydrothermal system is the cause of ground deformation and consequent unrest. The same authors infer that the “intrusion of magma takes place at the beginning of each period of unrest” and suggest that uplift may be used to forecast eruptions at CF. According to Caliro et al. (2007) the magmatic component fraction ($X_{CO2}/X_{H2O}$) in fumaroles increases (up to ~ 0.5) during each seismic and
ground uplift crisis, suggesting that bradyseismic crises are triggered by periodic injections of CO$_2$-rich magmatic fluids near the base of the hydrothermal system. The decrease of the $X_{CO2}/X_{H2O}$ ratio corresponds to a period of low flux of the magmatic component and of depressurization of the hydrothermal plume, in agreement with GSD which accompanies periods of CO$_2$/H$_2$O decrease. Troise et al. (2007) associate the uplift with input of magmatic fluids from a shallow magma chamber, based on continuous GPS data on the ratio of maximum horizontal to vertical displacement. According to these authors “the small ratio between horizontal and vertical displacements during the small uplift episodes is indicative of overpressure in the deeper source of fluids of magmatic origin, whereas a large uplift episode could occur when the initial pulse of overpressure, after significantly fracturing the upper rocks, migrates into the shallower aquifers”. In particular, in the models of Battaglia et al. (2006) and Troise et al. (2007) magma plays an active role in uplift and possibly eruption. Finally, in the model of Bodnar et al. (2007) fluid expelled by crystallization of pre-existing magma supplies the fluids involved in bradyseism, but is not the intrusion of new magma to play an active role in uplift episodes. Bodnar et al. (2007) predict that uplift between 1982 – 1984 is associated with crystallization of ~ 0.83 km$^3$ of H$_2$O-saturated magma at ~ 6 km depth. The latter depth is in good agreement with the recent findings of Esposito et al. (2009a e 2009b). During crystallization, ~ 6.2 x 10$^{10}$ kg of H$_2$O and 7.5 x 10$^8$ kg of CO$_2$ exsolves from the magma and generates ~ 7 x 10$^{15}$ J of mechanical ($P\Delta V$) energy to drive the observed uplift at CF. Near the approximate depth of the magma-country rock interface indicated by Bodnar et al. (2007), recent results of seismic tomography (Zollo et al., 2008) indicate a magma sill at ~ 7.5 km depth. The latter results amplify the concept that shallow level magma intrusion at CF is not the cause of bradyseism and uplift. According to Bodnar et al.
(2007), the solid-melt boundary of the mush zone of the crystallizing magma body migrates downward and fresh magma injection is not a pre-requisite for bradyseism (as illustrated schematically in figure 3C). This aspect of the Bodnar model is a major difference with previous models. The subsurface magmatic-hydrothermal activity at CF for the period pre-1982 and 1984 A.D. is schematized in Figs. 3C (1-3). Evidence for connectivity between the deep and shallow systems is provided by CO$_2$/H$_2$O ratios of fumarolic fluids at CF (Fig. 4), which increase during uplift and reach a maximum shortly after deflation begins (i.e., after the low-permeability cap rock is breached).

3 GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK

In the Campania margin the stratigraphic architecture, depositional environments and rate of subsidence and sediment supply are controlled by normal fault activity (Milia and Torrente, 1999). The Campania margin is characterized by extensional structures that affected the Apennine fold-thrust belt and formed half grabens during the Pleistocene (Fig. 1). The CF – Bay of Naples area corresponds to a half-graben basin, bounded by NE-trending normal faults (Milia et al., 2003). The tilting of the Bay of Naples fault block is responsible for the lateral change in the physiography from shelf to slope to the deep basin. The block tilting is associated with the formation of a tectonically enhanced unconformity on the crest of the block in the shelf area, and deposition of coeval thick debris flows in the deep basin.

The correlation between the seismic units recognized in the Bay of Naples with outcrops and well logs, and with dated successions and dated fault activity, enables reconstruction of the stratigraphic succession along the Campania margin (Milia and Torrente, 1999; Milia et al., 2003). The basement corresponds to the Mesozoic-Cenozoic carbonate succession forming the Apennine thrust belt. Terrigenous
conglomerates overlie carbonates. A marine succession of siltstones and calcarenites of Lower Pleistocene age lies above the conglomerates. Following the CF - Naples Bay half graben formation, a tectonically enhanced unconformity formed on the shelf area and relatively thick debris flows were deposited in the basins. A Middle Pleistocene stratigraphic succession characterized by a transgressive – regressive cycle rests above the debris flow unit. The transgressive succession (Unit B), deposited between 0.7-0.4 Ma, corresponds to claystone- siltstone composed of fine-grained pelagic and hemipelagic sediment, characteristic of deepwater environments associated with transgressions and high stands of sea level. The regressive succession (Unit C) is mainly composed of coarser grained clastic sediments interlayered within the hemipelagic succession. In the upper part of the C unit, numerous ignimbrites and volcanic units are deposited (Milia and Torrente, 2007). Offshore CF, numerous monogenetic volcanoes and volcanoclastic deposits fill the marine basin (Milia et al., 2006). The CF stratigraphic sequence (Fig. 3) is based on data from the 3000 m deep San Vito and Mofete geothermal wells (Fig. 1) (De Vivo et al., 1989, and unpublished data). The uppermost 2000 m is composed of recent volcanoclastic products with minor trachytic volcanics. Of specific relevance to the current study is the presence of a low permeability cap rock (unit B) at a depth of about 2-3 km (Fig. 3). In the San Vito boreholes (Fig. 1), a systematic increase in metamorphic grade with depth is observed below about 2 km. The thermal profile associated with this metamorphic aureole suggests that magma was present at a shallower depth (4-5 km) in the past compared to today (≥ 6 km).

The lithological characteristics of the regional stratigraphic succession depicted in figure 3 defines a permeability structure that is critical to the bradyseism mechanism proposed in this study. In particular, there are two important aspects. The first is the
anisotropy in permeability defined by the sedimentary layering such that the component of the permeability parallel to bedding exceeds the component orthogonal to layering (e.g., McKibben and Tyvand, 1982; Rosenberg et al., 1993). The second aspect is the vertical variation in the magnitude of the permeability (Bredehoeft and Hanshaw, 1968; Neuzil, 1995). The upward movement of fluid released by magma degassing is impeded by low-permeability layers. Based on stratigraphic relations, from the surface downward into the crystallized rind of the magma body the permeability oscillates from high (coarse clastics and volcanoclastics) to low (transgressive siltstones and claystones) to high (debris flows) to low (marine calcarenites and siltstones) to high (fluvial conglomerates) and finally to low (carbonates, thermometamorphic and plutonic rocks) values. The structure and magnitude of the permeability field is an important component of our model of bradyseism at CF.

The structural framework of the studied area is characterized by high angle faults that affect the boundary of the CF area onshore and offshore. In the Bay of Pozzuoli, corresponding to the southern part of the CF, active folding is occurring (Milia and Torrente, 2000; Milia et al., 2000). The faults and folds documented in the CF area are compatible with block rotation resulting from a trans-tensional shear zone, characterized by east-trending left lateral and NW-trending extensional movements, active along the eastern Tyrrhenian Sea margin during the Late Quaternary (Milia and Torrente, 2003). The main fold is an anticline culminating near the city of Pozzuoli and a syncline located in the Bay of Pozzuoli (Fig. 3, inset A). Structural and stratigraphic analyses yield quantitative data on the timing of fold inception, kinematics, and the amount and rates of uplift. The rate of fold uplift ranges from 1 to 20 mm/yr. The structures show limb rotation kinematics and decreasing uplift rates.
The uplift rates and geometry of the Pozzuoli Bay folds suggest that they are of tectonic origin, a product of detachment folding.

At CF the maximum uplift associated with bradyseism corresponds to the anticline culmination (near Pozzuoli) where a compressional tectonic regime is active; the uplift decreases rapidly toward the CF boundary where the main high angle faults occur. Earthquakes associated with bradyseism are located close to Pozzuoli and in the middle of the Bay near the focus of the tectonic folding. The maximum depth of the earthquakes is located at the stratigraphic boundary between the carbonates of the Mesozoic-Cenozoic succession and the overlying stratified clastic succession of Pleistocene age.

According to Sibson (2003), the maximum overpressure is governed by the tectonic regime, the prevailing level of differential stress, and the presence or absence of inherited brittle structures. Indeed, because of the contrasting slopes of the failure curves, it is generally easier to sustain fluid overpressure in a compressional regime; conversely, sub-vertical extension fractures and steeply dipping normal faults promote high vertical permeability, contrasting with sub-horizontal extension fractures and low dipping faults in compressional regimes. The mechanical dependence of different brittle-failure modes on both stress state and fluid pressure is also a critical factor.

Super-lithostatic fluid pressures ($\lambda_v > 1.0$) are only likely to be attained in compressional regimes under low levels of differential stress in the absence of a fault favourably oriented for slip reactivation (Fig. 3, inset B). At the boundary of the CF region the presence of low-cohesion faults oriented for reactivation in the prevailing stress field inhibit hydraulic extension fracturing in intact rock, providing a lower bound to maximum sustainable overpressure for a given differential stress.
The authors interpret ground movement at CF to be the result of magmatic-hydrothermal processes (without invoking the input of new magma from below) driven by crystallization of hydrous magma at depth with concomitant exsolution of fluid from melt and the eventual expulsion of lithostatically pressured fluid into overlying country rock. The petrologic basis for generation of magmatic fluids by ‘second boiling’ is documented elsewhere in considerable detail for CF magmas (Fowler et al., 2007). The deep fluid environment at CF is similar to that documented in magmatic-hydrothermal ore deposit systems associated with porphyry copper deposits (Bodnar and Beane, 1980; Beane and Titley, 1981; Audétat and Pettke, 1993; Beane and Bodnar, 1995; Bodnar, 1995; Roedder and Bodnar, 1997; Sasada, 2000).

Here we describe those observations at CF that are consistent with the crystallization of a volatile-bearing magma at depth (~ 6 km), and release of magmatic fluids into a deep lithostatically-pressured aquifer separated from a more shallow hydrostatic aquifer by a low-permeability region (~ 2.5 – 3.0 km depth) (Fig. 5). In a later section we describe a thermodynamic-transport model in which bradyseism is driven by the transient connection between the deeper lithostatic reservoir and an overlying more permeable hydrostatic one. In our model there are two timescales; one is the $10^3$-$10^4$ yr timescale associated with magma solidification (and associated magmatic fluid generation). The second shorter timescale (1-10 yr) is intrinsically episodic in nature and associated with transient fracture propagation events that connect the lower lithostatic reservoir with the upper hydrostatic one (Figs. 3 and 5) until connectivity is dampened by mineral precipitation (e.g., deposition of silica) accompanying irreversible fluid decompression.
4.1 Energy and volume changes associated with volatile exsolution and boiling

When H$_2$O is dissolved in a silicate melt the partial molar volume of H$_2$O component dissolved in the melt represents its volume in the melt phase. In contrast, when the melt becomes saturated and exsolves a fluid phase, the volume of the magmatic gas is approximated by the molar volume of H$_2$O at the temperature and pressure of interest. The partial molar volume of H$_2$O in the melt varies relatively little with pressure and temperature (Lange, 1994; Lange and Carmichael, 1990) and lies in the range 13-20 cm$^3$/mol; however, the molar volume of supercritical H$_2$O varies over a wide range as a function of pressure at magmatic temperatures and becomes very large at low pressure (Burnham et al., 1969). As a result, when a hydrous melt becomes saturated in H$_2$O and exsolves a magmatic H$_2$O phase, the volume of the system (crystals + melt + fluid) increases significantly at constant pressure (Burnham, 1972, 1985). At pressures of 100-200 MPa, the system volume change can be 50% or greater, and even at 0.6 GPa (roughly 20 km depth) the volume of the system (crystals + melt + H$_2$O) will increase by about 10%. If the volume of the system is unable to expand to accommodate the volume increase (as in the case of magma that is surrounded by impermeable and rigid crystallization products), pressure increases. In an isochoric process, large amounts of mechanical energy are stored in the magma chamber (Fig. 6). It is this energy that leads eventually to fracturing and uplift of the overlying impermeable rocks, allowing the magmatic aqueous phase and, in some cases, magma, to escape into the overlying rocks.

In a similar way, when H$_2$O moves across the low-permeability cap rock layer, the pressure gradient changes from lithostatic to hydrostatic. As a rule of thumb, the lithostatic gradient is about 30 MPa/km, and the hydrostatic gradient is about 10
MPa/km. Thus, as the fluid moves from the lithostatic to hydrostatic domain and flows upwards along the hydrostatic gradient the fluid volume will tend to increase rapidly. There is also an abrupt decrease in the pressure itself that is associated with Joule-Thompson expansion and mineralization. This volume increase of fluid contributes to GSD at CF.

4.2 Comparison to other magmatic-hydrothermal systems

The model to explain ground deformation at CF is in many respects similar to the one proposed to explain deformation in the Long Valley caldera, California (Hill et al., 2002) and Yellowstone National Park (Fournier, 1989).

At Long Valley a seismogenic brittle crust is separated from the underlying plastic crust and an embedded magma body by a transition zone. At CF bradyseism is triggered initially by breaching of the rock rind confining the magmatic system (brittle-ductile boundary), corresponding to the lower limit of the earthquake hypocenters (4 km), allowing magmatic fluids to enter the overlying rocks beneath the low-permeability cap rock (~ 2.5 – 3.0 km) and causing vertical ground deformation (Fig. 5A). Uplift ends and deflation begins when fractures penetrate the low-permeability cap rock (Fig. 5B), allowing the deep magmatic fluids to migrate into the shallow aquifers and flow toward the surface. This process may culminate in a steam blast, if water at shallow depths is heated to its flash point. A magmatic eruption may follow if the reduced confining pressure on the magma leads to a runaway process of bubble formation, ascent and growth (as was the case for the Monte Nuovo eruption at CF). A hydraulic surge can be triggered by the deformation induced by the active tectonics that characterize the CF area, disrupting the transition seal and allowing magmatic geo-pressured fluids to invade the country rock.
At CF, with the exception of the Monte Nuovo eruption, magma has not reached the surface in the last 3,700 years. Rather, during fracturing of wall rock surrounding the magma body, magma travelled only into the overlying rocks to produce dikes and sills, releasing magmatic fluids into the deep aquifer. In the case of the Monte Nuovo eruption in 1538 A.D. a propagating melt-filled fracture penetrated the brittle-ductile transition zone and allowed magma to enter the shallow aquifer. The Monte Nuovo eruption began as a hydrothermal eruption that later evolved into a hydromagmatic eruption (Rosi and Sbrana, 1987). An eruption occurred because the overpressure generated by the magmatic-hydrothermal fluid was acting on rocks at a relatively shallow depth (≤ 500 m) above a low-permeability cap rock.

At Yellowstone National Park, Fournier (1989) and Dzurisin et al. (1990) propose a model whereby magmatic fluids liberated from crystallizing siliceous magma at a depth of 4 – 5 km ponds in a region where pore-fluid pressures are lithostatic. Accumulation of magmatic fluids at lithostatic pressure and episodic injection of a portion of this fluid into an overlying hydrostatically pressured system would account for the observed inflation and deflation of the caldera. According to Fournier (1989), episodic rupturing of self-sealed rocks separating regions of lithostatic and hydrostatic pore-fluid pressures could account for the seismic swarms occurring within the Yellowstone caldera. Hurwitz et al. (2007a, 2007b) and Lowenstern and Hurwitz (2007) state that at Yellowstone intrusion of basaltic magma occurs in the lower-mid crust sustaining the overlying high-silica magma reservoir and flooding the hydrothermal system with magmatic volatiles. According to the latter authors, a number of issues remain unclear, however. In particular: What is the mechanism behind variation of the surface fluid flux at daily to millennial timescales? Does the current fluid and gas flow result from a temporarily increased rate of hydrothermal
discharge reflecting shallow hydrothermal processes or an associated with deep intrusions? Possibly, increased hydrothermal flow is cooling the underlying magma, and hence decreasing the long-term volcanic hazard. That is, has Yellowstone been dormant for a long time because the magmatic-hydrothermal system is efficiently releasing heat and volatiles, precluding build up of magmatic pressure?

5. THREE PHASE THERMODYNAMIC MODEL FOR BRADYSEISM

To test the magmatic-hydrothermal model outlined above, we have developed a simple analytical three-phase model that captures the essential thermodynamics of finite volume magma bodies undergoing simultaneous solidification and fluid phase evolution. Tait et al. (1989) presented a quantitative model of overpressure resulting from fractional crystallization and supersaturation of volatiles in a shallow magma chamber and the consequent increase in volume. Studies by Huppert and Woods (2002) and Woods and Huppert (2003) also provide a quantitative model of magma overpressure due to volatile exsolution. These models use a linear relationship between fraction of melt crystallized and temperature. However, realistic phase equilibria calculations using the MELTS model (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995) show that a logistic form of the melt fraction versus temperature relationship is more realistic. Such a form has been adopted here. Magma, of mass $M_o$, is injected into the shallow crust at some mean pressure $p_o$, equal to the local lithostatic pressure. Heat is lost from the magma and flows to cooler country rock. The crystallization of magma and concomitant exsolution of a magmatic fluid leads to a pressure increase if the crystallization takes place at constant volume (isochoric process) or to a volume increase (uplift) or volume decrease (subsidence) if crystallization is isobaric. In the latter case, the isobaric crystallization can occur in one of two ways. The system can
be open, meaning that fluid is expelled from magma upon exsolution from melt or
closed, meaning that exsolved fluid remains within the magma as a separate fluid
phase (i.e., fluid bubbles are present in the magma). The fluid in this simple model is
treated as pure H$_2$O although other volatiles (e.g., CO$_2$, SO$_2$, etc) could be
incorporated. Because the mass ratio of H$_2$O/CO$_2$ $>>$ 1, H$_2$O is a reasonable
approximation to the properties of multicomponent geofluids at the level of a simple
analytical model (Spera et al., 2007). The initial state of the system is taken as melt
just volatile saturated (trace of H$_2$O bubbles) at its liquidus temperature $T_\ell$ (trace of
suspended solids). The mass fractions of melt, solid and fluid are denoted by $f_m$,
$f_s$ and $f_f$. The initial condition on mass fractions are $f_m$ = 1 and
$f_s = f_f$ = trace. At the liquidus temperature, the initial volume of magma is $V_o$ and the
pressure is $p_o$. The dissolved H$_2$O content of the magma $w_{H_2O}^m$ is a function of
pressure (the effects of temperature and melt composition are small compared to
pressure) and the total mass fraction of water component in the system is $Z_w$. The
model is executed by removing heat thereby triggering cooling and crystallization and
concomitant exsolution of fluid and monitoring the fractions of melt, fluid and solid
($f_m$, $f_f$ and $f_s$) as a function of V and T or p and T, depending on whether heat is
removed isobarically or isochorically. The fraction of melt, $f_m$ is assumed to be a
function of temperature. Magma pressure is calculated during the course of
crystallization and fluid exsolution when the process is carried out isochorically (rigid
wall rocks). In contrast, changes in magma volume are determined for isobaric
crystallization. For isobaric open systems, fluids are removed and detumescence of
the magma body is expected. For isobaric closed systems, exsolved fluids remain
within the melt as a bubble suspension. In this case, the volume of magma expands
and magma body expansion occurs. A temporal sequence of system behaviors can be
related to bradyseism via the expulsion of fluids and associated changes in the volume
of the system. One possible scenario is that crystallization begins under constant
volume conditions (isochoric) and then, once the pressure of fluid exceeds wall rock
strength of 10-100 MPa, failure occurs and further evolution takes place isobarically.
In cases where wall rock has low permeability, exsolved fluid is not expelled from
magma and hence inflation occurs. It is during this stage that uplift takes place. At
later times or when host rock permeability permits, exsolved fluids are expelled from
magma and become part of the overlying hydrothermal system. Subsidence takes
place in this case because crystallization is associated with a 10-20% decrease in
magma volume. A full presentation of the model is given in Appendix I.

Volume change can be converted to uplift or subsidence using the scaling
\[ \frac{\Delta V}{V_0} \propto \frac{\Delta h}{h_0} \]
where \( \Delta h \) is the uplift or subsidence associated with bradyseism. The
magnitude of the volume changes associated with the phase transition is consistent
with meters to tens of meters of elevation change of the magma body. The area on the
Earth’s surface affected is likely to be 1-2 orders of magnitude larger and the
magnitude of the uplift or subsidence will be concomitantly decreased. However, the
scaling relation remains unchanged.

5.1 Magnitude of elevation changes: scale estimates
A limit can be obtained for the maximal uplift or subsidence based on the
fractional change in system volume during complete isobaric crystallization (melt to
solid plus fluid) under closed (uplift) or open (subsidence) conditions, respectively.
When exsolved volatiles are not expelled from magma crystallizing isobarically
(closed system), the fractional volume change from liquidus to solidus is
where $R$ is the ideal gas constant, $T_s$ is the solidus temperature (~1000 K), $Z_w^o$ is the mass fraction of H$_2$O in the system (~0.04), $p_o$ is the initial pressure at the depth of the magma body (6 km corresponds to 141 MPa), the density of melt, $\rho_m^o$ and solid, $\rho_s^o$ are 2200 kg/m$^3$ and 2700 kg/m$^3$, respectively, the expansivity of solid is $3 \times 10^{-5}$ K$^{-1}$, and the solidus to liquidus temperature interval is 400 K. A scale estimate for the maximum fractional change in volume accompanying crystallization of a hydrous melt for these parameters is $\frac{\Delta V}{V_o} = +0.2$. All other factors remaining the same, if the depth to the magma body is 3 km instead of 6 km, then $\frac{\Delta V}{V_o} = +0.36$ (compare with volume expansion shown on Fig. 6). The latter is greater than the former because the density of fluid is inversely proportional to the pressure and more than compensates for the smaller solubility of water in melt at lower pressure (shallower depth). For isobaric open system behavior (fluid expelled from magma into country rock), the corresponding fractional volume change is $\frac{\Delta V}{V_o} = -0.22$ for a magma body at 6 km depth.

These estimates clearly show that volume changes associated with cooling, crystallization and volatile exsolution from magma can easily account for significant changes in topography characteristic of bradyseism. A better model is to allow for the non-ideality of H$_2$O as shown in Figure 6; this has the effect of lowering the fractional volume changes during phase transition compared to the above estimates by about 20-30 %.
Implied elevation changes can be estimated using the relation $\Delta h = \frac{1}{3} h_o \frac{\Delta V}{V_o}$. As an example, crystallization and fluid exsolution from 0.3 km$^3$ of melt in an equant magma body gives, for a scale elevation change in isobaric closed system evolution, $\Delta h = \frac{1}{3} V_o^{1/3} \left( \frac{\Delta V}{V_o} \right) = 40$ m. This assumes that the area undergoing uplift is the same as the area of the top of the equant magma chamber; in fact the area undergoing uplift will be much larger than the area of the top of the equant magma chamber; hence this estimate is a maximum. This maximum estimate is based on retention of fluid exsolved from the melt upon crystallization and shows that significant topographic changes can be produced. When fluid is allowed to escape from the magma system, uplift is less. The increase in CO$_2$/H$_2$O ratio of fumarolic fluids indicates that fluids do indeed escape. If escape is very efficient, the volume change associated with magma crystallization is negative since solid (crystals), being denser, occupies less volume than melt and detumescence (collapse) rather than tumescence (uplift) occurs. The fractional volume change in this case (open system with respect to fluid) is $\frac{\Delta V}{V_o} = \frac{\rho_m}{\rho_i} \left( 1 - Z_o \right) \left( 1 + \alpha_s \Delta T \right) - 1$ and is always less than zero (subsidence).

The applicable condition in a natural system depends on the ratio of the rate at which fluid is generated by second boiling relative to the rate that it is carried away by the overlying hydrothermal system (meteoric water plus magma volatiles). By coupling the heat loss to melt crystallization, the generation rate of fluid available for expulsion can be determined. With knowledge of the permeability of host rocks, the efficiency at which magmatic fluids are expelled into country rock can then be estimated. This also requires an estimate of the pressure gradient. One limit is for
magmatic fluid at lithostatic or near lithostatic pressure to establish connectivity with
fractured and permeable brittle crust in which hydrostatic or near-hydrostatic
conditions exist.

5.2 Decompression of hydrothermal fluids: a mechanism for episodicity
An integral part of the bradyseism model is the episodic mechanical connection
between a deeper geostatically pressured magmatic-hydrothermal reservoir (~ 4.5 –
6.0 km) with a shallower hydrostatic one (above 2.5 – 3.0 km). These two reservoirs
are separated by a transition zone which episodically behaves as a ductile or brittle
domain. This connectivity is established transiently by the propagation of cracks
initiated by tectonic instability and hydrofracture related to brittle failure in the region
separating the two, sometimes connected and sometimes distinct, systems. Transient
high permeability pathways from the deeper to shallower reservoir allow for the
transient decompression of aqueous fluids of meteoric and magmatic origins from
high to lower pressure. Earthquake swarms during bradyseism is the manifestation of
brittle failure to create cracks through which aqueous fluid travels during
decompression (volumetric expansion of fluid). Fluid inclusions record portions of the
complex geochemical history of these fluids (De Vivo et al., 1989;1995; 2006). The
temperature-pressure path followed by fluid can be approximated using a one-
dimensional fluid dynamic model of vertical compressible flow of a single-phase fluid
moving through rough cracks. The expressions for mass, momentum and energy
conservation for compressible single-phase fluid of density $\rho=\rho(p, T, m)$ for flow in a
vertical (z direction) crack of width w are written (Spera, 1981; see also Wallis, 1969)
\[
\frac{du}{dz} = -\frac{\dot{M} d\rho}{\rho^2} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\frac{dp}{dz} = -\frac{\dot{M} du}{\rho w} - \frac{2C_f \dot{M}^2}{w} - \rho \ddot{g} \quad (3)
\]

\[
\frac{dT}{dz} = \mu_{JT} \frac{dp}{dz} - \frac{u du}{C_p dz} - \frac{4h(T - T_w)}{C_p \dot{M} w} - \frac{\ddot{g}}{C_p} \quad (4)
\]

\[
\rho = \rho(p, T, m_f) \quad (5)
\]

Eq (5) is the equation of state of the hydrothermal fluid. Eqs (2-5) are valid for steady flow through a crack of width w. The Joule-Thompson coefficient, a purely thermodynamic parameter is defined as \(\mu_{JT} = (\alpha T - 1)/\rho C_p\) where \(\alpha\) is the fluid isobaric expansivity, \(\dot{M}\) is the mass flux (kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\)) of fluid through a single crack of width w, \(u\) is the fluid velocity, \(C_f\) is the friction factor for fluid flow in the crack, \(h\) is the heat transfer coefficient for heat exchange between fluid and surrounding wall rock at ambient temperature, \(T_w\) and \(C_p\) is the specific isobaric heat capacity of fluid. For adiabatic (\(h=0\)) flow and neglecting heats of reaction due to precipitation, hydrolysis and alteration reactions, combining eqs (2)-(4) leads to an expression for the temperature–depth trajectory of migrating fluid:

\[
\frac{dT}{dz} = -\mu_{JT} \frac{2 C_f \dot{M}^2}{\rho w} - \frac{\alpha T \ddot{g}}{C_p} \quad (6)
\]
where the explicit dependence of the temperature change of the fluid on the Joule-Thompson coefficient and the irreversible part of the pressure drop via friction is noted. For frictionless flow, $C_f = 0$ and eq (6) reduces to the familiar expression for frictionless adiabatic (i.e., isentropic) flow. In contrast, applied to a situation where a sudden (irreversible) drop in pressure occurs such as between lithostatic and hydrostatically-pressured reservoirs, scale analysis of eq (6) for the temperature change ($\delta T$) associated with pressure drop $\delta p$ due to adiabatic irreversible (throttling) decompression along a geopotential ($\delta z = 0$) gives

\[ \delta T = \mu_{JT} \delta p. \]  

(7)

Now, in decompression $\delta p$ is negative so the sign of the change in temperature—that is, whether fluid heats up ($\delta T > 0$) or cools ($\delta T < 0$) upon expansion depends solely on the sign of the Joule-Thompson coefficient. The Joule–Thompson coefficient becomes increasingly negative (i.e., fluid heats up upon expansion) for expansions starting at high pressure, low temperature, high $m_{NaCl}$ and high $X_{CO2}$ (Wood and Spera, 1984). If connectivity is established at a depth $z_o$ of, say, 3 km where the pressure difference between the reservoirs (one lithostatic and one hydrostatic) is of order -60 MPa (i.e., $\delta p = -\Delta pgz_o$), then, based on a typical value of $\mu_{JT}$ of $\sim -0.2$ K/MPa, fluid would experience a temperature increase of about +30 K upon irreversible decompression. In contrast, if fluid was to undergo this same decompression adiabatically and reversibly (i.e., isentropically) then the fluid would cool by $\sim +25$ K, found by setting $C_f = 0$ in (6), using the usual relationship between lithostatic pressure and depth and appropriate thermodynamic properties.
Relevant to bradyseism is the possibility that throttling decompression could lead to a mechanical toggle such that connectivity between hydrostatic and lithostatic reservoirs is episodically turned on and off. The basis for this possibility can be explored by considering the effect of fluid temperature on silica solubility. That is, if connectivity is established and fluid expansion occurs, then the temperature increase associated with fluid decompression will lead to a decrease in the solubility of silica in the fluid. For example, using the solubility model of Walther and Helgeson (1977), the molality of aqueous silica decreases from $10^{-1.30}$ molal at 0.1 GPa and 600 °C to $10^{-2.1}$ molal at 0.04 GPa and 630 °C along the fluid isenthalp. Based on these solubility values, each kilogram of fluid undergoing decompression will precipitate about $3 \times 10^{-3}$ kg of silica. Precipitation of silica will tend to seal cracks and hence aid in the reestablishment of isolated lithostatic and hydrostatic reservoirs, which could then, subsequently, reestablish connectivity following yet another phase of tectonic tumescence and fracture propagation.

5.3 Seismic energy and crack propagation

There have been many geophysical studies relating uplift and subsidence to observable geophysical and geochemical parameters of the 1982-1984 and other bradyseism events (Berrino et al., 1984; Dvorak and Gasparini, 1991; De Natale et al., 1991; Zuppetta and Sava, 1991; Vilardo et al., 1991; Martini et al., 1991; Chiodini et al., 2003; Yokoyama and Nazzaro, 2002; Yokoyama, 2006; Saccorotti et al., 2007). The bradyseism crisis during 1982-1984 was associated with a net uplift of ~ 1.8 m centered on Pozzuoli. The volume associated with the 1982-1984 bradyseism uplift approximated as a flat circular cone of radius 5 km and height 2 m was about $5 \times 10^7$ m$^3$. A magnitude (M) 3.4 earthquake on 15 May 1983 was followed by a 15-month
period when more than 16,000 earthquakes with focal depths between 2 and 4 km were recorded. The largest earthquake was a M 4.2 event on 4 October 1983.

Waveform inversions have been performed for 14 selected earthquakes of 1984 seismicity in order to retrieve the seismic moment tensor components (Guidarelli et al., 2002). Focal mechanisms were found with the P and T axes oriented, in agreement with the stress field found in the area by other independent studies (De Natale et al., 1995). The moment tensor $M_0$ is commonly decomposed into the isotropic (V) part representing volume changes, the compensated linear vector dipole (CLVD) component that is related to lenticular crack activation accompanied by possible fluid motion, and double couple (DC) part due to dislocation movements. Guidarelli et al. (2002) showed that the reliable percentages of DC, CLVD, and V components reveal most of the events as being deviatoric and that the observed increments of V and CLVD components occur in correspondence with the increase of seismic rate. This may also be associated to an overpressure that is produced by heated shallow aquifers which are claimed to be a cause for ground deformation.

Here we test the hypothesis that the creation of fracture surface as implied by the propagation of fluid-filled hydrofractures is an important component of the energy budget associated with bradyseism, in particular the relationship between volume change and the total seismic moment and energy released. This analysis is offered in the spirit of a scale analysis and not a detailed seismological study. However, it does serve to test the hypothesis that inflation and GSD is related to the poroelastic effects of fluid migration in the shallow crust and associated hydrofracture.

We use the energy balance by Kostrov and Das (1988) for a single earthquake

$$E_s = -2S \gamma_{\text{eff}} + \frac{1}{2} \int_{\Sigma} \left( \sigma^{o}_{ij} - \sigma^{f}_{ij} \right) a^f_i n_j dS + \int_0^t \int_{\Sigma} \dot{\sigma}_{i,j} a_i n_j dS$$

(8)
to derive a scale expression involving fracture surface area and the radiated seismic energy given some nominal estimates of other parameters. In Eq (8), $E_s$ is the total energy transmitted by seismic waves through surface $S_o$ surrounding the source, $t_m$ is the earthquake duration, $S$ is area of crack surface $\Sigma_1$, $\sigma_{ij}$, $\sigma_{ij}^o$ and $\sigma_{ij}^f$ represent stress tensors with subscript $o$ and $f$ for initial and final states and $a_i^f$ and $a_i$ represent displacements. We assume that hydrofracture is a mode I tensile deformation and that the stress driving fracture is fluid pressure slightly in excess of $\sigma_3$, the minimum principal stress taken to lie horizontally. The average shear wave velocity at Campi Flegrei is $V_s=1.2$ km/s (Guidarelli et al., 2006). Assuming $V_p/V_s$ of 1.85, the average $V_p$ equals 2.2 km/s, $E=8$ GPa, the rigidity is $\mu\approx3$ GPa and Poisson’s ratio is $\nu=0.29$. With the additional scale quantities $a=10^{-2}$ m, $\gamma_{eff}=0.5-1$ MJ/m$^2$, $\Delta\sigma=1-10$ MPa and $E_s \sim 3 \times 10^9$ J, eq (8) indicates a typical fracture surface area of $10^4$ m$^2$ (100 m by 100 m).

Using the cumulative seismic energy radiated during the 1982-1984 bradyseismic crisis of $4\times10^{13}$ J (De Natale et al., 1991) the cumulative fracture area for all crisis events is $\sim 10^7-10^8$ m$^2$. For a typical fracture area of $10^4$ m$^2$, this implies creation of thousands of new hydrofractures during the bradyseism crisis. This calculation supports the notion that decompression of fluids via the propagation of fluid-filled cracks is an integral part of the bradyseism activity at CF.

Finally, we can relate the total seismic energy radiated during the bradyseismic crisis of 1982-1984 to the volume change and hence uplift. In this model, it is assumed that the earthquakes occurred in response to the injection of fluid into impermeable rock. The change in volume produces shear stresses that are released by earthquakes. McGarr (1976) has shown that in such a case the relationship between the cumulative sum of seismic moments ($\sum M_o$) and the total volume change $\Delta V$ is
where \( K \) is a constant of order unity, \( \mu \) is the rigidity modulus (~ 5 GPa at CF) and \( \Delta V \) the volume change. If in eq.10 we consider the cumulative sum of seismic moments computed for the 18 strongest events, that is \( 18.7 \times 10^{13} \text{Nm} \) (Guidarelli et al., 2002), a lowest bound of \( 5.7 \times 10^4 \text{m}^3 \) can be estimated for the volume change. The seismic moment in turn is related to the seismic energy radiated by the earthquakes according to

\[
M_o = \frac{2\mu \Delta E_{\text{seismic}}}{\Delta \sigma} \quad (11)
\]

where \( \Delta \sigma \) is the stress drop associated with a typical earthquake. Equations (10) and (11) can be combined to relate the total seismic energy radiated by earthquakes to the volume change \( \Delta V \). The relationship is

\[
\Delta V = \frac{4}{\sum \frac{E_{\text{seismic}}}{\Delta \sigma}} \quad (12)
\]

which gives a volume change of \( 5.3 \times 10^7 \text{m}^3 \) for a mean stress drop of 3 MPa. This compares quite well to the observed volume of uplift of \( 5 \times 10^7 \text{m}^3 \) based on geodetic measurements. This agreement supports the notion that bradyseism is related to the injection of fluids and not to the injection of magma into the subsurface beneath CF.

6. SUMMARY
Based on magmatic-hydrothermal and thermodynamic models and considering the
stratigraphy and structure of the CF area, we interpret the bradyseismic events in the
CF volcanic region to be the consequence of a two-stage process. Fluid exsolution
from melt followed by expulsion from magma during cooling and crystallization of
residual magma generates magmatic fluid on a conduction timescale of $10^3$-$10^5$ yr.
This fluid remains geopressed (isobaric crystallization) or even super-geopressed
(isochoric crystallization) until fracture propagation enables the expulsion of
magmatic fluids. When hydrous melt becomes saturated in $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ and exsolves a
magmatic $\text{H}_2\text{O}$ phase, the volume of the system increases significantly at constant
pressure. When rock rind (brittle-ductile transition zone) around the magma chamber
is breached, geopressed fluids escape into the overlying rocks, beneath low
permeability strata (cap rock) and uplift occurs (Fig. 5). Ground deformation ends and
deflation begins when fractures penetrate the low-permeability cap rock (unit B in
Figure 3) and a transient (1-10 yr) connection between the lower (geopressed) and
overlying (hydrostatic) fluid reservoirs is established. As fluids move upward in the
porous strata, the pressure drops from lithostatic to hydrostatic with consequent
boiling, pressure release and fluid removal allowing for subsidence. Afterward, the
system, saturated with boiling fluids, begins to seal due to the precipitation of
deposited minerals. At this stage, the magma body is restored to its original state
before fracturing, except that the $\text{H}_2\text{O}$-saturated carapace has migrated to greater
depth. In this model there are two timescales; one is the $10^3$-$10^5$ yr timescale
associated with magma solidification (and associated magmatic fluid generation). The
second timescale (1-10 yr) is intrinsically episodic in nature and associated with
transient fracture propagation events (seismicity) that connect the lower lithostatic
reservoir with the upper hydrostatic one.
The magmatic-hydrothermal and thermodynamic models proposed here explain available field and laboratory observations, and explain both the periodic ground uplift and subsidence at CF and has predictive implications. According to the model, the magma body is presently isolated from the overlying aquifers and the fraction of exsolved fluid is building within the magma chamber. The next phase of uplift will begin when the rind fractures (seismicity increases), allowing fluid to escape (expulsion from magma) and migrate upward. However, as the magma body cools and crystallizes and the H$_2$O-saturated carapace migrates to greater depth, the energy and volume change associated with volatile exsolution decreases and the magnitude of future uplift events is likewise expected to decrease. As such, the likelihood of a magmatic eruption at CF is much lower than at any time in the past 500 years, and is expected to continue to decrease Only if a new batch of magma is emplaced into the subsurface is future volcanic eruption likely.
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APPENDIX I: Quantitative Model For Bradyseism

The volume of the magma is a function of the masses and densities of the three phases. That is

\[ V(\bar{p}, \bar{T}) = \frac{M_s}{\rho_s} + \frac{M_f}{\rho_f} + \frac{M_m}{\rho_m} \]  

(1)

where M refers to mass of the i\textsuperscript{th}-subscripted phase of density \( \rho_i \). The density of solid, melt and fluid are:

\[ \rho_s = \rho_{s0}[1 - \alpha_s(T_i - T_s)(\bar{T} - 1) + \beta_s p_o(\bar{p} - 1)] \]  

(2a)

\[ \rho_m = \rho_{m0}\left[ -\alpha_m(T_i - T_s)(\bar{T} - 1) + \beta_m p_o(\bar{p} - 1) - \gamma_m a\sqrt{p_o}\left(\sqrt{\bar{p}} - 1\right) \right] \]  

(2b)

\[ \rho_f = \frac{\rho_{f0} \bar{p} T_i}{T_i + \Delta T(T - 1)} \]  

(2c)

In eqs (2), \( \alpha \) is the isobaric expansivity of the subscripted phase, \( \beta \) is the isothermal compressibility of the subscripted phase, \( \gamma \) is a parameter that measures the effect of dissolved water on melt density, \( \bar{T} \) is the dimensionless temperature defined as

\[ \bar{T} = \frac{T - T_s}{T_i - T_s} \]

the dimensionless pressure is \( \bar{p} = \frac{p}{p_o} \), \( \Delta T = T_i - T_s \) is the liquidus to solidus temperature interval and the constant ‘ \( a \)’ relates the solubility of water in the melt to the pressure according to \( w_{H_2O}^m = a\sqrt{p_o} \sqrt{\bar{p}} \) where \( w_{H_2O}^m \) is the mass fraction of water dissolved in the melt and \( p_o \) is the initial pressure. The superscript quantities represent the density of each phase at the reference state condition of \( T = T_i \) and \( p = \)
The mass fraction of water dissolved in the melt (water solubility) at the reference temperature and pressure is
\[ w_{H_2O} = a \sqrt{p_o} \]. Eq (2c) assumes ideal gas behavior for H$_2$O. At pressure less than about 0.5 MPa and magmatic temperatures this is a reasonable approximation. At higher pressure, the ideal gas law predicts too low of a density compared to the real gas. The model could easily be modified to account for the non-ideal behavior of H$_2$O by incorporation of a better equation of state for H$_2$O.

In order to solve eq (1), the masses of the various phases must be related to temperature and pressure. The fraction of melt \( f_m(T) \) is taken \textit{a priori} as a monotonically decreasing function of decreasing temperature. A useful parameterization is (Spera and Bohrson, 2001),

\[
 f_m(T) = \frac{L_1}{1 + \exp(L_2(L_3 - T))}^{L_4} 
\]

This form captures the fraction melt-temperature relationship found for fractional or equilibrium (batch) crystallization experimentally and by phase equilibria models such as MELTS (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995). Parameters consistent with melting experiments and from MELTS simulations are \( L_1 = 1, L_2 = 12, L_3 = 0.5 \) and \( L_4 = 1 \).

Alternatively, a simple linear relation such as \( f_m(T) = \overline{T} \) can be imposed. Once \( f_m \) is specified, the mass of melt remaining in the magma body as a function of temperature is:

\[
 M_m = f_m(T)M_o 
\]
The mass of the fluid phase, $M_f$, is determined assuming $H_2O$ component is partitioned between the melt and coexisting fluid. This assumes that no water is bound in hydrous phases. Because the modal amount of hydrous phases is small and because the mass fraction of water bound in any given hydrous phase is small, this approximation is good. If the total mass fraction of water initially in the system (a constant) is $Z_{H_2O}^o$, then the mass of fluid at any pressure and temperature is

$$M_f = f_m M_o = \left( Z_{H_2O}^o - f_m(T) a \sqrt{p_o \sqrt{p}} \right) M_o$$  \hspace{1cm} (4b)$$

Finally, the mass of solid, $M_s$, is found by mass conservation (i.e., sum of masses is constant equal to $M_o$). The relation is:

$$M_s = M_o \left[ f_m(T) \left( a \sqrt{p_o \sqrt{p}} - 1 \right) + 1 - Z_{H_2O}^o \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (4c)$$

Now if eqs (2), (3) and (4) are inserted in eq (1), the volume of the system as a function of temperature and pressure is known when constants are fixed and the initial water content of the melt and reference densities are defined. Then one can specify $V=V_o$ in the isochoric case or $p=p_o$ in the isobaric case (open or closed) and solve for the isochoric ($P, T$) or isobaric ($V, T$) evolution. The former provides the magma pressure during phase transition whereas the latter provides the volume of the system. In the latter case, there are two branches: one when the system is closed with respect to fluid expulsion (uplift results) and the other when fluids are free to leave the magma and subsidence occurs. In reality, the competition between the rate at which fluid mass is exsolved from melt and that at which it escapes into country rock is
critical. It is recognized that this ratio itself can be variable during the protracted evolution of a hydrothermal-magmatic system.

For isochoric crystallization, the pressure-temperature dependant volume equals its initial value, $V_0$ throughout the phase transition. Equality of pressure between all phases means that the pressure of solid, melt and exsolved fluid is identical and identified as the magma pressure, which is computed as a function of temperature. This calculation requires an iterative procedure to solve for pressure as a function of temperature for fixed $V_0$. Using a reasonable set of parameters, results show that the pressure of the system increases monotonically as the crystallization progresses. The increase in magma pressure is driven by both the density decrease of melt due to increasing dissolved water as pressure increases and because the mass fraction of supercritical fluid increases as the solidus temperature is approached. In this case, because there is no volumetric expansion, i.e., no work (uplift) is done by the crystallizing magma body on its environment. Instead the magma pressure increases. In nature, such a condition leads to fracturing of the wall rock when its strength is exceeded. When this occurs, the isochoric condition no longer holds; then magma continues to lose heat and evolve but now under isobaric conditions.

In isobaric closed system crystallization, the initial pressure is lithostatic ($p_0$) and constant during phase transition; the volume of the system changes during crystallization and cooling as a function of temperature in order for pressure to remain constant. In this scenario, the wall rocks are not rigid and volume expansion is accommodated by uplift. The system volume $V = V(\bar{p} = 1, T)$ is tracked as a function of temperature. The total pressure-volume work done by the magma in lifting
overburden is given by \( p_0 (V_f - V_o) \), where \( V_f \) is the final volume of the closed system.

The PV work performed by magma volume change is \( p_0 (V_f - V_o) \) and can be either positive (uplift) or negative (subsidence) depending on whether closed or open isobaric conditions apply.

**Complex natural systems**

The crust into which magma is emplaced beneath CF has heterogeneous thermophysical properties. The precise permeability structure with depth and the degree of permeability anisotropy at CF has not been characterized in detail although it is known that order of magnitude differences in permeability occur between lithological units and that sedimentary layering creates a strong permeability anisotropy. The permeability structure is critical in analysis of hydrothermal flow (e.g., Rosenberg and Spera, 1992; Rosenberg et al., 1993; Schoofs et al., 1999; Schoofs and Spera, 2003; Geiger et al., 2005; Hurwitz et al., 2007). It is also well known that the thermodynamic and transport properties of aqueous geofluids change rapidly and dramatically in regions of pressure-temperature-composition space around the critical point of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) (Bodnar and Costain, 1991). The evolution of a natural system can be envisioned as a temporal sequence of states following one or another of the bounding conditions. One sequence of states is phase transition by isochoric pressure build up (no topographic change) followed by wall rock failure with associated isobaric expansion and/or collapse. A key ratio is the mass rate of exsolution of fluid from melt versus the rate at which fluid leaks into surrounding country rock of non-zero (but small) permeability. Under isobaric conditions, the rate of fluid exsolution is closely tied to the rate of crystallization which in turn is controlled by the heat exchange rate across the magma-host boundary. The rate of
fluid expulsion from the system (into the wall rock) is mainly a function of permeability, which can be highly variable. These coupled processes are intimately related. For example, magmatic heat dissipation leads to thermal cracking in wall rock and that can increase the local permeability. Alternatively, as fluid pressure, initially near the lithostat relaxes to hydrostatic conditions, changes in temperature and pressure will lead to preferential precipitation or dissolution of minerals upon which the permeability depends. The presence of fluid will make more prevalent the possibility of hydrofracture (Shaw, 1980).
**FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS**

**Figure 1.** A. Structural map of the Campi Flegrei-Pozzuoli Bay area (from Milia and Torrente, 2000; Milia et al., 2003). 1. Area affected by an uplift of 100-50% during the 1982-84 bradyseism; 2. Fractures and lateral faults; 3. Normal faults; 4. Pozzuoli anticline; 5. Pozzuoli Bay syncline. Black stars indicate the location of deep geothermal wells (Mofete – MF1, MF2, MF5, and San Vito – SV1, SV3). The dashed line is the location of the geologic cross section shown in Figure 3. B. Epicenter locations of the earthquakes in the period 1983-84, recorded by 8 stations of the Vesuvius Observatory.

**Figure 2.** A. Schematic vertical movements history at Serapis Temple in Pozzuoli. Black circles represent the constraints found from radiocarbon and archaeological measurements by Morhange et al. (2006); white circles (post-1538) represent inference from Dvorak and Mastrolorenzo (1991). B. Vertical ground displacements as recorded at Pozzuoli Harbour by levelling data in the period 1969–2006 (Macedonio and Tammaro, 2005; Del Gaudio et al., 2005; Pingue et al., 2006).

**Figure 3.** Geologic section across Campi Flegrei-Pozzuoli Bay (as dashed line in Fig. 1). 1. Holocene volcanics; 2. Neapolitan Yellow Tuff; 3. Main sediments post 39 ka; 4. Campania Ignimbrite and pre-CI tuffs; 5. Middle Pleistocene sandstones, siltstones and volcanics; 6. Middle Pleistocene marine sediments (sandstones and siltstones- unit C in text); 7. Fine grained Middle Pleistocene marine sediments (claystones and siltstones – Unit B in text); 8. Middle Pleistocene deep water debris flows; 9. Lower Pleistocene marine sediments;
10. Continental deposits and conglomerates; 11. Meso-Cenozoic substrate; 12. Crystallized magma; 13. Volcanic bodies; 14. Magma body; 15. Thermometamorphic boundary; 16. Impermeable zone surrounding the crystallizing magma body. 17. Pozzuoli Anticline; 18. Pozzuoli Bay Syncline; 19. 1983-84 earthquake hypocenters; 20. Deep geothermal wells; 21. Magmatic fluids. Inset A: North-South cross section showing Pozzuoli Anticline-Syncline and the synkinematic strata. Inset B: Pressure-depth relationships across the relatively impermeable layer (Unit B) shown in terms of the pore-fluid factor, $\lambda_v$, with hydrostatic gradients preserved in the relatively high permeability rock above and below the claystones and siltstones of Unit B. Maximum overpressure is governed by the local compressional stress regime, the prevailing level of differential stress, and the absence of inherited brittle structures. Inset C: Schematic interpretation of subsurface magmatic-hydrothermal activity at Campi Flegrei (1) Following the 1538 eruption, the magma body became a closed system, and magmatic volatiles accumulated below impermeable crystallized carapace. (2) In 1982, the carapace confining the magmatic system fractured, allowing magmatic fluids to enter the overlying rocks beneath the low-permeability caprock (Unit B), causing vertical ground deformation. (3) Ground deformation that began in 1982 ended and deflation began when fractures penetrated the low-permeability cap rock, allowing the deep fluids to migrate into the shallow hydrostatic aquifers and flow toward the surface.

Figure 4. CO$_2$/H$_2$O recorded at La Solfatara fumarole, in the last 20 years, plotted versus time and also compared with vertical displacement measured at Pozzuoli
since 1983 (after Chiodini et al., 2003).

**Figure 5.** Schematic pattern to show the relationships between magma, fluids and crustal deformation at CF. **A:** Sealed magmatic-hydrothermal system showing the plastic and brittle domains separated by an intermediate lithostatic-hydrostatic reservoir. **B**) the impermeable carapace confining the magmatic system allows magmatic fluids to enter the overlying rocks (transition ductile-brittle domain) beneath the low-permeability cap rock (unit B), causing ground uplift. **C:** Ground uplift ends and deflation begin when fractures penetrate the surficial low-permeability cap rock, allowing the fluids to migrate into the shallow aquifers (hydrostatic domain) and flow toward the surface. **D:** Schematic representation of vertical ground displacement at Campi Flegrei. Note that both vertical displacement and time are schematic and only indicate the direction of ground movement at different times.

**Figure 6.** Volume change ($\Delta V$) and mechanical energy ($P \Delta V$) associated with crystallization of an H$_2$O-saturated melt. The calculated values assume a closed system (modified after Burnham, 1972; 1985).
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The figure shows a graph of the CO₂/H₂O molar ratio over time. The x-axis represents time from 1983 to 2003, and the y-axis represents the vertical displacement in meters. The graph indicates a decreasing trend in the CO₂/H₂O molar ratio over time, with fluctuations in the vertical displacement.
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Abstract

Campi Flegrei (CF) is a large volcanic complex located west of the city of Naples, Italy. Repeated episodes of bradyseism (slow vertical ground movement) near the town of Pozzuoli have been documented since Roman times. Bradyseismic events are interpreted as the consequence of aqueous fluid exsolution during magma solidification on a slow timescale ($10^3$-$10^4$ yr) superimposed upon a shorter (1-10 yr) timescale for the episodic expulsion of fluid from a deep (≈3-5 km) lithostatically-pressured low-permeability reservoir to an overlying hydrostatic reservoir. Cycles of inflation and deflation occur during short duration transient events when connectivity is established between deep and shallow hydrothermal reservoirs. The total seismic energy released (4x10^{13} J) during the 1983-1984 bradyseismic crisis is consistent with the observed volume change (uplift) and consistent with the notion that seismic failure occurs in response to the shear stress release induced by volume change. Fluid transport and concomitant propagation of hydrofractures as fluid expands from lithostatic to hydrostatic pressure during decompression leads to ground surface displacement. Fluid decompression occurs along the fluid isenthalp (Joule-Thompson expansion) during transient periods of reservoir connectivity and leads to mineral precipitation. Each kilogram of fluid precipitates about 3x10^{-3} kg of silica along a typical decompression path along the isenthalp. Mineral precipitation modifies the permeability and acts to reseal connection paths thereby isolating lithostatic and hydrostatic reservoirs ending one bradyseism phase and beginning another. Crystallization and exsolution of the magmatic fluid generates ≈ 7 x 10^{15} J of mechanical (PΔV) energy, and this is sufficient to accomplish the observed uplift at CF. Although magma emplacement is the ultimate origin of bradyseism, fresh recharge of magma is not a prerequisite. Instead, short to intermediate timescale phenomena associated with fluid decompression and expansion in the crust with large variations in permeability, including permeability anisotropy, are the key elements at CF.